The article covers the traditional Chinese issue of the so-called "post-mortal journey" of a soul (or aggregate of souls) 
Introduction
Death in a great many cultures is closely associated with the concept of a post-mortal journey that a soul undertakes from the place of death to the Land of the Dead. The Chinese idea of this journey is connected with special spirits that withdraw souls from a dead body, place them before authorities of the preliminary justice of the beyond, escort them during the last farewell visit to home and guide them to the entrance to Inferno -precisely to the county of Fengdu in Sichuan province. These spirits are numerous and divisively described in different local traditions. Some of them ascend to Buddhist concepts, such as Hei Bai Wuchang (黑白無 常), some can be associated with Taoism (for example, Qianliyan and Shunfenger, 千里眼 順風耳), but the bulk belong in a sophisticated and poorly explored religious system, frequently called "Folksy beliefs". Hence those beliefs are vested with a certain system, and the picture of post-mortal wanderings of souls before entering Fengdu can be described in details with a proviso that local traditions are endless and can produce numerous deviations from the general pattern.
The main sources of the system's re-creation will be religious and secular literary texts, starting from compendia of the 4-th century, such as Gan Bao (1957) , and concluding with the classical Qin collections as "Zi bu yu" (Yuan Mei, 1993) .
The materials of the contemporary field studies (Storozhuk, Kornil'eva, Zavidovskaia, 2012; Storozhuk, 2011) have also been used in the described process.
Post-mortal journey
The post-mortal journey starts with the act of separation of the soul from a physical body. To be precise, here we speak not merely of a soul but of a complex combination of spiritual essences, of "souls" that number 10 in Chinese traditional beliefs. The attribution of those souls is a matter of a special research and somehow the attempts to characterize them have been undertaken (speaking of the last works -see Storozhuk, Kornil'eva, Zavidovskaia, 2012; Storozhuk, 2011, for example). In the light of the investigated topic the main thing to mention is a chief distinction between "yang" (陽) and "yin" (陰) souls that leads to diversification of special deities in charge of each of the groups. Thus, "extractors" of the 
Shashen or Shengshen usually has a human
body and a bird's feet, but may be described in many other ways, though his relations with birds are often noted: thus he may have a very unusual shape of face, resembling a beak. In the early legends Shashen is described as an evil force, gushing from a coffin and having an appearance of a giant bird, crying "Sha!" (Kill!). In later beliefs
Shashen escorts the sinners during their farewell visit and treats them in the most unpleasant way.
Thus, he hangs the sinners upside-down on any hook or nail he may find (that's why all nails and hooks at the day of presumable Shashen's visit should be sealed up with red paper, so that the spirit doesn't see them) and then eats the offerings, left by the relatives for the deceased.
He also beats and humiliates the sinners, making their last coming to native home the most painful and bitter.
After the final duty has been paid, the soul can start a long traveling to the Land of the Dead, the entrance to which, as it was mentioned above, in the late tradition is associated with the county of Fengdu. This journey also demands at least two components: a guide and a special road-pass.
Both of them need an individual and detailed description.
The just ones may be escorted to Fengdu by friendly and amicable deities, such as the 
Conclusion
Thus, we can come to some certain conclusions:
1. "Minor gods of death" -a soul's first post-mortal guides and guards -play a greater role in folksy beliefs than the headmasters of prominent departments of the Inferno.
2. These spirits become independent and unique phenomena no matter what classical religious traditions they ascend to.
3. In spite of being fearsome cruel these spirits happen to be somehow surprisingly attractive and dear to a common believer (which can be proved with the evidences from both:
traditional Chinese customs and modern massculture 
